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Abstract

Gender-neutral job evaluation has become a key method for confirming the presence of value discrimination when accounting for job-related factors such as required skills, responsibility levels, effort and working conditions, and for correcting for a gender-biased pay setting. However, this extensive use of gender-neutral job evaluation tools makes it important to examine the validity of these tools.

The purpose of this report is to evaluate the validity of a weighting method stated in a gender-neutral job evaluation tool that is recommended by the International Labor Office (ILO). The purpose of the ILO tool is to function as a general and worldwide guideline for gender-neutral job evaluations.

The evaluation starts from the basic validity requirement that a weighting method has to be based on a correct interpretation of the weights in additive value models, which are used as “measures” of the value of jobs. The conclusion of the evaluation is that the ILO weighting method does not fulfill this basic validity requirement. The conclusion is reached in the following way:

First, I show that the meaning of the weights in additive value models is to determine so-called compensatory relations between job-related factors, which have an important impact on the results of job evaluations.

Second, by analyzing the weighting instructions in the ILO tool, I find that this weighting method is based on so-called direct rating of the relative importance of the job-related factors.

Third, I show that direct rating is based on an incorrect interpretation of the weights. Thus, users of the ILO tool will probably misinterpret the consequences of their weighting decisions. This, in turn, might give rise to a biased weighting, i.e. a weighting that the users would reject when they come to know the correct meaning of the weights.
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1. Introduction

When implementing a comparable-worth policy,\(^1\) value discrimination seems to partly explain the gender wage gap observed on many labor markets. A common explanation for value discrimination is that typical female jobs are undervalued as compared to typical male jobs when accounting for job-related factors such as required skills, responsibility levels, effort and working conditions. Gender-neutral job evaluation has become a key method for confirming the presence of value discrimination and correcting for gender-biased pay setting. Many EU countries and other countries such as Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the US use this method. Equal pay legislation also requires employers to implement gender-neutral job evaluations in many countries.

This extensive use of gender-neutral job evaluation makes it important to examine the validity of these tools. In this report I will focus on the validity of the weighting of the job-related factors, which seems to have a significant impact on the results of job evaluations.

More exactly, the purpose of the report is to evaluate the validity of a weighting method stated in the job evaluation tool (hereafter, the ILO tool), which is recommended by the International Labor Office and the European Commission.\(^2\) Since the purpose of the ILO tool is to serve as a general and worldwide guideline for gender-neutral job evaluations it is, of course, important that the ILO tool fulfills basic validity requirements. This particularly concerns the weighting method since the designers of the ILO tool claim that the weighting of the job-related factors “has an extremely important impact on the value of jobs” (see Chicha 2008, p. 70).

The ILO tool is a so-called factor-point method, which is currently the most developed and used method.\(^3\) In a factor-point method, the results of

---

\(^1\) England (1999) defines comparable-worth policy as “strategy policies that ensure that jobs do not pay less because they are filled by women.” Comparable-worth policy is adopted in many countries, e.g., Australia, Canada, EU countries, New Zealand and the US.

\(^2\) The job evaluation tool is named Steps to Pay Equity, ISOS and Promoting equity – gender-neutral job evaluation for equal pay: a step-by-step guide and is developed by the Canadian job evaluation expert M. Chicha (see Chicha 2008).

\(^3\) For a description of the factor point method, see Armstrong et al (2003).
the evaluation of jobs are expressed or represented by means of a weighted sum of scores, i.e. *additive value models* are applied. This gives rise to the basic validity requirement that the weighting method should be based on a correct interpretation of the meaning of the weights in additive value models. This basic validity requirement constitutes the starting point for this evaluation of the weighting method stated in the ILO tool, which will be carried out through a discussion of these four questions. *First*, the basic question for the evaluation is: How should the meaning of the weights be interpreted in job evaluation when additive value models are applied? *Second*, is the weighting method in the ILO tool based on a correct interpretation of the weights? *Third*, to what kind of problems can this weighting method give rise? *Fourth*, what essential requirements should the weighting method in a job evaluation fulfill?

In order to clarify the purpose of the report, I want to point out that the evaluation presented in the report concerns a methodological and conceptual issue about the meaning of weights in job evaluation when additive value models are applied. This conceptual issue must be distinguished from the substantial normative issue concerning what weighting of job-related factors that is reasonable in a certain job evaluation situation. This kind of wage policy issue concerning a reasonable weighting can, of course, not be determined by means of an analysis of a weighting method. Instead, it is should be decided by the stakeholders taking part in a job evaluation. Nevertheless, achieving a gender-neutral weighting presupposes that the meaning of the weights is correctly interpreted.

The evaluation of the weighting method in the ILO tool will be based on multi-attribute value theory. Within multi-attribute value theory, there is an extensive number of theoretical as well as empirical studies about weighting when additive value models are applied. However, in order to make the report available for readers with no or scant knowledge about multi-attribute value theory the evaluation will, as far as it is meaningful, be based on informal reasoning and simple examples.

The report has the following outline: In the next section I briefly explain the purpose of gender-neutral job evaluation and the adherent job evaluation procedure. The third section presents the evaluation of the weighting method in the ILO tool. The fourth section presents a summary

---

4 Keeney and Raiffa (1993) is a classical reference on multi-attribute value theory. For a more informal discussion, see Belton and Stewart (2002).
of the evaluation. Based on multi-attribute value theory, the Appendix presents formal definitions of the weights in additive value models.

2. What is a gender-neutral job evaluation?
The key question for this evaluation is how the meaning of the weights should be interpreted when additive value models are applied in job evaluations. Correctly answering this question presupposes an understanding of the purpose of a job evaluation which, in turn, determines the interpretation of the result of a job evaluation.

The specific purpose of a gender-neutral job evaluation is to achieve a rational and gender-neutral pay grade classification of the jobs at a workplace. It is essential to point out that it is certain features of the jobs, and not the performance of employees holding the jobs, that constitute the basis for the job evaluation. The job grade classification serves as a benchmark for assessing if and to what extent there are rational reasons for pay differentials between male and female employees holding jobs of equal value. If no rational reasons can be given, the employer should take measures to remove these kinds of unjustified pay differentials.

In order to achieve a gender-neutral job grade classification at a workplace, a job evaluation procedure is carried out as follows. In the first stage of a job evaluation, decision makers (hereafter DMs) have to, based on gender-neutral principles, choose and define certain job-related factors or so-called compensable factors, which are considered as relevant for a pay grade classification at the workplace. An internationally accepted convention is that four so-called main criteria, required skills, responsibility levels, effort and working conditions, serve as the basis for specific definitions of various compensable factors. Naturally, the specific definitions of the compensable factors vary between the different applications of job evaluation.

A basic assumption in job evaluations is that DMs’ overall or aggregated evaluation of the jobs regarding the various factors can be represented by a

---

5 A DM is a person or a group of persons that carries out job evaluations and is responsible for job evaluation results.

6 These four main criteria (factors) are, for example, stated by the European Commission in Code of Practice on the Implementation of Equal Pay for Work of Equal Value (1996). In Promoting Equity, published in 2008 by the International Labour Office (ILO), the author states: “according to evaluation and compensation experts, these four factors are essential and sufficient for evaluating all the tasks performed in an organization, regardless of which economic sector the enterprise belongs to” (see Chicha, 2008, p. 27).
sum of weighted scores, i.e. additive value models are applied. The model can be stated as follows:

\[ V(A) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} w_i v_i(A), \quad i = 1, 2, \ldots, m, \]

where:

\[ V(A) = \text{the total score representing the overall value of a job } A. \]
\[ v_i(A) = \text{the score representing the value of job } A \text{ regarding factor } i. \]
\[ w_i = \text{the weight of the scoring scale } v_i(\cdot). \]

Thus, the result of a job evaluation is that each job is assigned a total score, which is constructed through a scoring and weighting procedure. The total scores are used by the DMs to decide how the jobs should be classified in various pay grades. For example, if two jobs receive the same total score, i.e. both jobs are of equal value (worth), this can be seen as an overall decision of DMs to classify the jobs in the same pay grade. This means that the total scores can be interpreted as expressing DMs’ overall decision about how the jobs should be classified in various pay grades at the work place. This interpretation does, in turn, mean that the scores and the weights will represent certain kinds of partial decisions in the job evaluation procedure, which are by means of the additive value model aggregated to an overall decision. Therefore, in order to correctly interpret the meaning of the weights, we have to answer this basic question: What kind of partial decisions will the weights actually represent in a job evaluation when additive value models are applied? This will be the key question for the evaluation of the ILO weighting method.

3. Evaluation of the weighting method in the ILO tool

The purpose of the ILO tool is to serve as a general guide for gender-neutral job evaluations. Requests for help – from states, unions, and other groups

---

7 Naturally, it is not obvious that these assumption are valid. In multi-attribute theory, there is an extensive analysis of necessary and sufficient conditions that have to be fulfilled such that an additive value model exists that can represent the evaluations of multidimensional objects (see also Appendix A1).

8 It should be pointed out that since a job evaluation is a multidimensional evaluation procedure giving rise to normative decisions about the pay setting, it is a fundamental mistake to interpret the result of a job evaluation as an empirical measure of jobs regarding some kind of descriptive feature. Such an interpretation will, among other things, give rise to an incorrect interpretation of the meaning of the weights in an additive value model.
that deal with gender and labor issues – drove its development. Its target
groups consist of equal opportunity officers, HR managers and gender and
financial (wage equity) specialists. This tool is based on reviews of job
evaluation methods and other materials that were developed and used in
various countries and on case studies and research in gender studies. The
tool was tested and validated in ILO-supported training events. However,
nothing specific is said about the validity of the weighting method. Thus,
the purpose of this evaluation can be regarded as a validation of the
weighting method recommended in the ILO tool, where the weighting is
explained in the following way:

The weighting of evaluation factors involves determining their relative
importance and assigning a numerical value to each of them. It has an
everseemingly important impact on the value of jobs. Even when extreme
cautions have been exercised during the preceding steps, inconsistencies
and bias can nevertheless be introduced at this point. [Emphasis added],
(see Chicha, 2008, p. 70).

As is evident from the quotation, the tool designer presupposes that the
weights – the numerical values – shall represent the DMs’ assessments of
the relative importance of the compensable factors. The weighting method
that is be recommended is a so-called direct rating method. This means that
the DMs shall directly assess the relative importance of the factors without
any support of more advanced weighting methods developed, for example,
within multi-attribute value theory. This methodological decision appears
somewhat surprising since the tool designer emphasizes that weighting has
an extremely important impact on the outcome of a job evaluation. Further,
the tool designer claims that there is an obvious risk that inconsistent and
biased weights are introduced at this point of the evaluation procedure.
However, the tool designer does not state any definition of a biased weight.
Here, I suppose that the tool designer defines biased weights as weights that
the DMs would, after a rational reflection, reject as not being reasonable for
the pay setting at the work place.9

In order to achieve an unbiased and well-founded weighting, it is essen-
tial that the DMs understand what kind of partial decisions the weights will
represent. The weighting method must therefore explain the meaning of the
weights such that the DMs understand what kind of decisions to which they
will commit themselves when they assign weights to the scoring scales. A

9 This is also the definition of biased weights used in multi-attribute value theory.
The basic methodological issue is therefore if the direct rating method recommended in the ILO tool gives a correct explanation for the meaning of the weights. This question constitutes the starting point for the evaluation in the report where the four questions posed in the introduction will be discussed. 

First, what is the meaning of the weights in job evaluations when an additive value model is applied? Second, is the direct rating method based on a correct interpretation of the meaning of weights? Third, to what kind of problems can direct rating give rise? Fourth, what basic requirements should a weighting method in a job evaluation fulfill when additive value models are applied?

In order to answer these questions, I will use a simplified example of a job evaluation. The purpose is to demonstrate the meaning of weights in an additive value model in a transparent way. The drawback of simple examples is that many important and intricate issues concerning the weighting procedure cannot be discussed. Nevertheless, I think that most of the central problems with direct rating can be elucidated.

In the example, I assume that DMs shall evaluate four jobs A, B, C and D at a work place based on the compensable factors required education and required job experience, respectively. The purpose of the evaluation is to classify the jobs in pay grades. In the first stage of the evaluation procedure, the DMs assessed that the requirement profiles of the jobs are as follows:

- Job A requires a master degree and one year of job experience.
- Job B requires a bachelor degree and two years of job experience.
- Job C requires a high-school diploma and five years of job experience.
- Job D requires a bachelor degree and one year of job experience.

Then, the overall value of each job can be represented by an additive value model as follows:

\[ V(A) = w_1 V_1(\text{"Master degree"}) + w_2 V_2(\text{"One year of job experience"}) \]

\[ V(B) = w_1 V_1(\text{"Bachelor degree"}) + w_2 V_2(\text{"Three years of job experience"}) \]

\[ V(C) = w_1 V_1(\text{"High school diploma"}) + w_2 V_2(\text{"Five years of job experience"}) \]

\[ Keenye (2002) \text{ contains an extensive discussion of common mistakes in weighting procedures.} \]
AN EVALUATION OF THE WEIGHTING METHOD...

\[ V(D) = w_1 V_1(\"Bachelor degree\") + w_2 V_2(\"One year of job experience\") \]

In the second stage, the DMs have to construct scoring scales and assign weights to the scoring scales. First, DMs construct scoring scales that represent or should at least represent the DMs’ evaluation of the jobs regarding each factor.\(^{11}\) The results are shown in Table 1.

**Table 1. Scoring of the requirement profiles**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th>Score 1</th>
<th>Job Experience</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th>Score 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master degree</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Five years</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor degree</td>
<td>B, D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Two years</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>One Year</td>
<td>A, D</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Second, based on direct rating, we assume that the DMs assessed that the factors are of equal importance and therefore the DMs assigned equal weights to the scoring scales, i.e. \( w_1 = w_2 = 1 \). It is easy to see that the result of the evaluation is that jobs A, B and C receive the same total score, i.e. \( V(A) = V(B) = V(C) = 4 \), and should therefore be classified in the same pay grade, whereas job D receives a lower total score. Based on this example, I will discuss and answer the four questions posed in the evaluation.

3.1 What is the meaning of the weights in job evaluation?

As discussed in section 2, the weights will represent a certain kind of partial decisions in the job evaluation procedure. A key question for a job evaluation is how these partial decisions should be interpreted. Using the above example, these partial decisions can be explained as follows. A consequence of assigning equal weights, i.e. \( w_1 = w_2 = 1 \), to the scoring scales in Table 1 is for example that jobs A and C receive the same total score, i.e. \( V(A) = V(C) = 4 \), since the additive model implies that (see page 14):

\[
(1) \quad V_1(\"Master degree\") + V_2(\"One year of job exp.\") = \\
V_1(\"High-school diploma\") + V_2(\"Five years of job exp.\") = 4.
\]

\(^{11}\) It is essential to note that scoring scales have to be in the form of interval scales, i.e. permissible transformation is defined as: \( v_i' = \alpha v_i + \beta \), where \( \alpha > 0 \) and \( i = 1, 2 \). Naturally, this is a demanding requirement. But it is well-known that weaker scales such as ordinal scales mean that additive value models would give rise to meaningless representations of the overall value of the jobs (see e.g. French, 1993).
By a simple algebraic manipulation, expression (1) can be expressed as:

\[
(2) \quad V_1 ("\text{Master degree}") - V_1 ("\text{High-school diploma}") = V_2 ("\text{Five years of job exp.}") - V_2 ("\text{One year of job exp.}").
\]

Expression (2) makes it obvious that one meaning of equal weights in the example is to balance the difference between jobs A and C regarding the requirement of education against the difference between job C and job A regarding the requirement for job experience such that both jobs are of overall equal value and should therefore be classified in the same pay grade.

Another way of interpreting expression (2) is to say that the weights determine a certain compensatory relation between the factors such that the difference between the requirement for a master degree and a high-school diploma is compensated for by the difference between the requirement for five years and one year of job experience. This compensatory relation is also illustrated in Figure 1.

**Figure 1**: A compensatory relation between Education and Job Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation of Requirements:</th>
<th>Total Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education</strong></td>
<td><strong>Jobs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master degree</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-school diploma</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job Experience</strong></td>
<td><strong>Jobs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five years</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One year</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note**: - means "is of equal value as"

The normative consequence of this weighting decision is that jobs A and C will be classified in the same pay grade. If the DMs were to find it unreasonable to place jobs A and C in the same pay grade, it means that the DMs have to reject this weighting decision. But such an insight requires that the DMs understand that the weights actually determine certain compensatory relations between the factors.

Assume that the DMs come to know the correct meaning of the weights. Because of this insight, the DMs might, after reflection, find that the
consequences of this weighting are not consistent with the pay setting principles adopted at the work place. The DMs might find it more reasonable to assign the weights $w_1 = 2$ and $w_2 = 1$, since this weighting implies the compensatory relation that a difference of four years of job experience now only compensates for the difference between a bachelor degree and a high-school diploma. This compensatory relation is easily derived as follows. Using the scores in Table 1, the weighting implies that:

\[
(3) \quad 2 \cdot V_1("\text{Bachelor degree}") + V_2("\text{One year of job exp.}") = 2 \cdot V_1("\text{High-school diploma}") + V_2("\text{Five years of job exp.}") = 5.
\]

A simple algebraic manipulation implies that:

\[
(4) \quad 2 \cdot [V_1("\text{Bachelor degree}") - V_1("\text{High-school diploma}")] = V_2("\text{Five years of job exp.}") - V_2("\text{One year of job exp.}").
\]

Expression (4) represents the compensatory relation that the difference between a bachelor degree and a high-school diploma is compensated for by a difference of four years of job experience. This compensatory relation is also illustrated in Figure 2.

**Figure 2:** A compensatory relation between Education and Job Experience

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation of Requirements:</th>
<th>Total Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>Jobs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master degree</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor degree</td>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-School diploma</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** - means "is of equal value as"
The consequence of adjusting the weights is that job A receives a higher total score than job C. But jobs D and C now receive the same total score and will therefore be placed in the same pay grade. The difference between the two weighting decisions is that in the last weighting, the difference of four years of job experience has a relatively weaker impact on the overall value than in the first weighting. In other words, in the first weighting, the difference of four years of job experience compensates for the difference between a master degree and a high-school diploma, whereas in the second weighting, the same difference in job experience only compensates for the difference between a bachelor degree and a high-school diploma. The two weighting decisions can be seen as an application of two different pay setting principles.

The compensatory relations stated in expressions (2) and (4) can be stated in more general terms for job evaluations based on two factors such as:

\[ w_1 \Delta V_1 = w_2 \Delta V_2 \]  

Expression (5) shows that the weights balance the two differences, i.e. the difference \( \Delta V_1 \) is compensated for by the difference \( \Delta V_2 \). The compensatory relation implies that if the differences are represented by two jobs A and B such that

\[ \Delta V_1 = V(A) - V(B) > 0 \text{ and } \Delta V_2 = V_2(B) - V_2(A) > 0, \]

means that both jobs are of equal overall value, i.e.

\[ V(A) = V(B). \] (see also Appendix A2-3).

The conclusion of the discussion is that the essential meaning of the weights in an additive value model is to represent the DMs’ compensatory weighting decisions. This gives rise to the validity requirement that the weighting methods must support the DMs such that they come to know that a weighting decision will determine certain compensatory relations between

---

12 A definition of the compensatory relations for an arbitrary number of factors is straightforward:

\[ w_i \Delta V_i = w_j \Delta V_j, \] where \( V_k = V_i \) for all factors beside factor \( i \) and \( j \),

i.e. the scale values are assumed to be equal for all factors beside factor \( i \) and \( j \).
the factors. These compensatory relations will have an important impact on the result of a job evaluation and on the adherent pay grade classification of the jobs.\footnote{Besides the weighting decisions, the DMs’ decision how to score each compensable factor does, of course, also have an impact on the pay grading of the jobs.}

The answer to the first question is: The meaning of the weights, when additive value models are applied, is to represent the DMs’ compensatory weighting decisions.\footnote{The well-known labor economist Mark Killingsworth seems to make the same interpretation of the weights since he claims that “comparable worth amounts to nothing more radical than insisting that the economic theory of \textit{compensating wage differentials} be taken seriously [emphasis added] (see Killingsworth 1987, p. 728).} In order to achieve unbiased and well-founded weighting, it is essential that the DMs understand this meaning of the weights.

\textbf{3.2 Is direct rating based on a correct interpretation of weights?}

The crucial question is whether the direct rating method in the ILO tool is based on this interpretation of the meaning of the weights. In the ILO tool, however, nothing is mentioned about the weights determining certain compensatory relations between the factors. It is said that the weights shall represent the relative importance of the factors, but without any further explanation of what is meant by relative importance (see the quotation in the introduction of section 3). This means that the direct rating method in the ILO tool will not support the DMs such that they can in a correct way assess to what extent their weighting decision is reasonable. Such an assessment presupposes that the DMs understand that their weighting decisions determine certain compensatory relations between the factors. The direct rating in the ILO tool therefore is based on an incorrect interpretation of the meaning of the weights. This should be regarded as a serious defect of a weighting method, in particular since the tool designer assumes that the weighting has an important impact on the outcome of a job evaluation and that there is an obvious risk for biased and inconsistent weighting at this point of the evaluation procedure.

Another fundamental problem for the direct rating method in the ILO tool is that DMs might not understand the essential point of a job evaluation and adherent weighting decisions. It is important to understand that job evaluation makes it possible through the weighting procedure to compare jobs with very different requirement profiles in such a way that a rational and gender-neutral pay grade classification might be achieved. To
understand this fundamental meaning of the weights, we can ask the basic question of why it is necessary to assign weights to the scoring scales in the first place. The answer is that the weights solve value conflicts that arise in the evaluation of the jobs regarding various compensable factors. If the DMs were not to take weighting decisions, it might be the case that many of the jobs are not comparable. If two jobs are not comparable, they are neither of equal value nor of unequal value. Such an outcome makes the pay grade classification very problematic. This problem can be illustrated by the above example. The comparison of jobs A and C regarding the requirement for education supports in isolation that job A should be classified in a higher pay grade than job C, and vice versa for the outcome of the comparison regarding the requirement for job experience. In the example, the DMs solve this value conflict by assigning equal weights to the scoring scales, but the value conflict is, of course, solved even when unequal weights are assigned to the scoring scales.\textsuperscript{15} Solving the value conflict means that the DMs have to assign weights to the scoring scales such that a difference in one compensable factor is balanced against a difference in another compensable factor. The direct rating method does obviously not support this fundamental meaning of the weighting in job evaluations, which makes it possible to compare very different kinds of jobs. Note also that the so-called comparable worth policy is based on the assumption that very different kinds of jobs can be compared in such a way that rational and gender-neutral pay grade classifications can be achieved. But the validity of this assumption presupposes a correct interpretation of the meaning of the weights, which does not seem to be fulfilled in the direct rating method in the ILO tool.

The answer to this second question of the evaluation is: The direct rating method stated in the ILO tool is based on an incorrect interpretation of the meaning of weights in additive value models. The method does not support the DMs such that they can take well-founded weighting decisions.

\textsuperscript{15} It should be noted that assigning equal weights to the scoring scales is not equivalent to un-weighted scoring scales. Un-weighted scoring scales mean that DMs have not taken any weighting decisions that solve the value conflicts, whereas assigning equal weights to the scoring scales means that the DMs have taken a specific decision that solves the value conflict.
3.3. What kind of problems can direct rating give rise to?

I will comment on three problems that might arise when direct rating is used. First, direct rating will probably give rise to biased weighting since the DMs will probably not understand how to assess whether the outcome of the weighting is reasonable. Such an assessment presupposes that they understand that their weighting decision determines certain compensatory relations between the factors.

The origin of biased weighting can be elucidated by repeating the discussion in section 3.1 about the two different weighting decisions. In the first weighting, it is assumed the DMs used the direct rating method. The DMs decided that both factors are of equal importance and therefore assigned equal weights, i.e. $w_1 = 1$ and $w_2 = 1$, to the scores. Afterwards, we assume that the DMs come to know the correct meaning of the weights. After reflection, the DMs assess that the weighting is not reasonable. The DMs’ reason is that differences in the requirement for job experience will have too strong a compensatory influence on the pay grade classification as compared to the differences in the requirement of education. Therefore, the DMs adjusts the weights to $w_1 = 2$ and $w_2 = 1$, which decreases the compensatory influence of differences in the requirement for job experience on the overall evaluation compared to the influence of differences in education (see figures 1 and 2). The first weighting based on direct rating is therefore biased since the DMs would be willing to adjust their weights based on an adequate compensatory weighting decision.

Assessing to what extent direct rating actually gives rise to biased weighting requires empirical studies of the DMs’ weighting behavior. I will comment on this issue at the end of the last section. However, even if no biased weighting were to arise when direct rating is used, it does nevertheless mean that the DMs do not understand the meaning of the weights. This means that direct rating gives rise to a conceptual mistake concerning the meaning of weights in additive value models. In turn, this means that the DMs’ weighting decision will probably be based on irrelevant reasons.

The second problem is that direct rating seems to be based on the tacit assumption that the weighting is independent of the scoring scales, which are used in the job evaluation situation. This assumption seems to be based on the idea that the weights are supposed to represent the relative importance of the factors, which is assumed not to be related to what scoring scales are used in the job evaluation situation. But this is a very problematic assumption as will be shown. It is easy to show that weights in an additive value model are scaling constants from a mathematical point of
view, which means that the weights have to be adjusted if some of the scoring scales are transformed. If, for example, we start from the scoring scales in Table 1 and the weights $w_1 = 2$ and $w_2 = 1$, and make a permissible transformation of the scores 1, 2 and 3 for the first factor to the scores 2, 4 and 6,\footnote{Formally stated, the chosen transformation is: $v_1^* = 2v_1$.} it is easy to see that we have to adjust the weights to $w_1 = 1$ and $w_2 = 1$. If the weights are not adjusted, this does, for example, mean that jobs $D$ and $C$ now receive the total scores $V(D) = 9$ and $V(C) = 7$, respectively. Thus, if the weights are not adjusted means that an arbitrary and permissible transformation of the scores will change the outcome of the evaluation, something which is obviously irrational.

This example can also be used to show that the assumption in direct rating that the relative importance of the factors can be represented by the weights in an additive value model is not valid. If we start from the weighting $w_1 = 2$ and $w_2 = 1$ implies that the first factor is more important than the second factor according to direct rating. But if we transform the scores for the first factor from 1, 2 and 3 to the scores 2, 4 and 6 we must, as explained above, adjust the weights to $w_1 = 1$ and $w_2 = 1$. But, according to the interpretation of weights in direct rating, this would imply that both factors are now of equal importance. This means that the relative importance of the factors has changed due to an arbitrary and permissible transformation of the first scoring scale, something which does not make sense. Or, in other words, the weights in an additive value model give rise to a meaningless representation of the notion relative importance of the factors (see Appendix A5).

The third problem, which is related to the second problem, is that when direct rating is used the DMs might not understand that the weights have to be adjusted if the definitions of any of the scoring scales are changed. A certain definition of a scoring scale for a factor here means that each score refers to a certain requirement level in the factor. This problem can be elucidated as follows. Let us assume that equal weights, assigned to the scoring scales in Table 1, happened to be a reasonable weighting decision. Assume now that in the next job evaluation situation at the same work place, the requirement for job experience has been drastically decreased as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. A simple job evaluation situation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Education</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th>Score 1</th>
<th>Job Experience</th>
<th>Jobs</th>
<th>Score 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master degree</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>One year</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor degree</td>
<td>B, D</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Six months</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Nil year</td>
<td>A, D</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The definition of the scoring scale for the factor requirement of job experience has therefore changed. The highest score (equal to 3) now refers to a requirement of only one year and the lowest score (equal to 1) refers to nil year of job experience. If the weights are not adjusted due to this change of the definition of the scoring scale, it means that a difference of only one year of job experience will now compensate for a difference between the requirement for a master degree and a high-school diploma, such that jobs A and C are classified in the same pay grade. Expressed in terms of scores, the compensatory relation is:

\[
V_1("\text{Master degree}") - V_1("\text{High-school degree}") = \ V_2("\text{One year of job exp.}") - V_2("\text{Nil year of job exp.}")
\]

If the DMs were to correctly interpret the meaning of the weights, they would probably find that not adjusting the weights due to a change in the definition of the scoring scale would give rise to an unreasonable and biased weighting. The DMs would probably assign a relatively low weight to the scoring scale for requirement for job experience. But it is important to note that such an understanding of the need for an adjustment of the weights cannot be expected of DMs when their weighting decisions are only based on direct rating methods.

The answer to the third question is: The direct rating method might give rise to biased weights in the first place, because the DMs will not have a correct understanding of the meaning of the weights and, second, the DMs will not understand that the weighting is dependent on how the scoring scales are defined in the specific job evaluation situation. Further, the assumption in direct rating that the weights will represent the relative importance of the job-related factors is not valid.
3.4 What requirement should a weighting method fulfill when additive value models are applied?

As discussed in section 3.1, the basic requirement that a weighting method should fulfill is to support the DMs such that they can take compensatory weighting decisions in a systematic way (see also Appendix A2-3).

A number of various weighting methods which fulfill this basic requirement have been developed within multi-attribute value theory. Without entering into technical details, these weighting methods are essentially based on two stages. Adjusted to a job evaluation the stages can briefly be described as follows.

**Stage 1: Take a compensatory weighting decision**

1. The DMs have to identify two jobs $A$ and $B$ such that:
   \[\Delta V_1 = V_1(A) - V_1(B) > 0, \quad \Delta V_2 = V_2(B) - V_2(A) > 0.\]

2. The DMs compensatory weighting decision can be stated as:
   Are the jobs $A$ and $B$ of equal value, i.e. is it the case that:
   \[V(A) = V(B)\]?

3a) If the DMs’ answer is **yes** to this questions, it means that the DMs have taken the compensatory weighting decision that the difference $\Delta V_1 = V_1(A) - V_1(B)$ compensates for the difference $\Delta V_2 = V_2(B) - V_2(A)$ such that $V(A) = V(B)$, i.e. the jobs should be placed in the same pay grade.

3b) If the DMs’ answer is **no**, they have to repeat the process until they identify two jobs such that the answer is **yes** to the question in 3a.

---

17 Examples of the weighting methods are, as named in the literature, trade off methods, swing-weighting methods, weighting based on regressions and weighting by means of pricing-out (see Belton and Stewart 2001 for an overview of various weighting methods).
Stage 2: Assign weights to the scoring scales such that the compensatory relation is correctly represented

When the DMs have answered yes to the question in 3a, they have to assign weights to the scoring scales such that the equality \( w_1 [V_1(A) - V_1(B)] = w_2 [V_2(B) - V_2(A)] \) is valid.

Thus, the meaning of weights is to balance the two differences such that the overall value of the two jobs will be equal. In this second stage, it is important that the DMs understand how the scoring scales are defined. It should be noted that in order to uniquely determine the weights, it is sufficient that the DMs determine one compensatory relation between the factors as described in stage 3a.\(^{19}\)

Evaluating whether any of these adequate weighting methods used in multi-attribute value theory would be appropriate for weighting in job evaluation requires both theoretical and empirical studies, something which is beyond the scope of this study. But it should be pointed out that using any of these methods does not mean that the weighting procedure becomes less demanding. It might be quite the opposite. It is well known within multi-attribute value theory that the weighting procedure in multidimensional decision problems is a cognitive demanding procedure. But for that reason, it seems important that DMs have access to adequate weighting methods.

The answer to the fourth question is: The weighing method should fulfill two requirements. First, the method should support the DMs such that they can take compensatory weighting decisions in a systematic way. Second, the method should support the DMs such that the assigned weights correctly represent the compensatory weighting decisions.

3.5 Further evidence for misinterpretation of the meaning of the weights in the ILO tool

By commenting on three quotations, I will in this final section present further evidence that the ILO tool gives an incorrect interpretation of the weights in additive value models. In the first quotation, it is said that:

\(^{18}\) From a mathematical point of view, the weighting means that the two scoring scales are coordinated.

\(^{19}\) In order to check for consistency in the weighting, it is common that the weighting methods support the DMs to base the compensatory weighting decisions on a number of different comparisons.
For example: *In a company which develops software programs a high weight will be assigned to the analytical skills criterion.* In a day-care center the responsibility for people criterion will be of utmost importance, in a public works enterprise responsibility for equipment will be one of the key factors. [Emphasis added], (Chicha, 2008, p. 72).

But it is incorrect to claim that a large weight should be assigned to the scoring scale representing, for example, the degree of requirement for analytical skills for the only reason that analytical skills are in some sense important for a company which develops software programs. This is incorrect for at least three reasons. In the *first place*, the weights depend on how the scoring scales are defined in the specific job evaluation situation (see section 3.3). Thus, two companies where the analytical skills are in some sense of equal importance should nevertheless assign different weights to the scoring scales, due to the fact that the scoring scales are defined in different ways in the two companies. *Second*, the weights in an additive value model determine a certain compensatory relation between the compensable factors and therefore, there is no obvious relation between the assessed importance of analytical skills for the enterprise and the weights assigned to the scoring scales in the additive value model (see section 3.2). *Third*, weights in an additive value model cannot meaningfully represent statements about the relative importance of factors (see section 3.3). The same incorrect interpretation is evident in the following quotation:

> Consistency can be ensured by examining the weight assigned to each factor being assessed in light of the goals and values of the enterprise. An element which has great importance for the enterprise should not be given low weight and vice versa. (See Chicha 2001, p.70).

The tool designer makes the wrong assumption that there is an obvious relation between the importance of a factor (here also named elements) and the weight assigned to the scoring scale representing the evaluation of the factor.

In the final quotation, it is assumed that it is meaningful to compare weights between different job evaluation situations.

In general, most experts agree on the following percentage [sic] ranges as approximate guidelines with regard to the relative importance of factors:

- 20% to 35% for qualifications
25% to 40% for responsibility
15% to 25% for effort
5% to 15% for working conditions.
(See Chicha 2008, p. 71).

Agreeing about the weights does not mean that the experts agree on the essential point concerning what compensatory relations between the compensable factors that are reasonable. Naturally, the same weights can represent very different compensatory relations between the factors for the simple reason that the scoring scales can be defined in very different ways in two different job evaluation situations (see section 3.3).

I end the evaluation by speculating about the reasons for not recommending a more advanced weighting method in the ILO tool. One explanation might be that the tool designer does not have any knowledge of multi-attribute value theory. Another explanation might be that the tool designer has assessed that direct rating performs well, and that the outcome of using direct rating will be similar to the outcome when applying compensatory weighting methods. But no such assessments are mentioned in the ILO tool. As far as I know, the performance of direct rating used in job evaluation has not been studied.

However, the performance of direct rating has been studied in other kinds of multidimensional evaluation problems. The unanimous results of these studies are summarized by Belton and Stewart (2001 p. 289) as follows:

The implication is that directly assessed importance ratios are almost certainly inappropriate for use in a value function model.

They continue with the strong recommendation:

... avoid questions which involve the less well-defined notion of “importance” in the abstract, since these may generate highly incorrect results if the intuitive notion of importance and the desired trade-off ratio do not coincide.

Thus, the conclusion seems to be that direct rating based on the notion of importance might give rise to highly incorrect or biased weights.

Therefore, I recommend that the weighting method in the ILO tool should be improved. In particular, it seems important in this case since the purpose of the ILO tool is to serve as a general and worldwide guideline for
gender-neutral job evaluations. Based on empirical as well as theoretical studies by means of multi-attribute value theory, it would be possible to develop adequate weighting methods that are appropriate for gender-neutral job evaluations.

4. Summary
The purpose of the report is to evaluate the validity of a weighting method stated in a gender-neutral job evaluation tool (the ILO tool), which is recommended by the International Labor Office (ILO). The starting point for the evaluation is the basic validity requirement that weighting methods have to be based on a correct interpretation of the meaning of weights in additive value models, which are used as “measures” of the value of jobs. The conclusion of the evaluation is that the weighting method in the ILO tool does not fulfill this basic validity requirement.

The conclusion is based on a discussion of the following questions. First, what is the meaning of the weights when additive value models are applied? I show that the meaning of the weights is to determine compensatory relations between job-related factors. The compensatory relations have an important impact on the result of a job evaluation. Second, is the direct rating method recommended in the ILO tool based on a correct interpretation of the meaning of the weights? The weights in direct rating are assumed to represent the relative importance of the factors. But there is no evidence in the ILO tool that decisions about the relative importance of the job-related factors should be interpreted as compensatory weighting decisions. Therefore, I conclude that the direct rating method is based on a misinterpretation of the meaning of weights in additive value models. Third, to what kind of problems can the direct rating method give rise? Since direct rating is based on a misinterpretation of the weights, the weighting decisions might give rise to biased weights, i.e. weights that would be regarded as unreasonable if the user of the ILO tool correctly interpreted the meaning of the weights. Fourth, what basic requirements should the weighting method fulfill? The weighting method should be constructed such that the users are supported to take compensatory weighting decisions in a systematic way. But the direct rating method in the ILO tool does not support the users to take such compensatory weighting decisions.

As far as I know, there are no empirical evaluations of whether and to what extent biased and not well-founded weighting decisions will arise when direct rating is used in job evaluations. However, conclusions of
studies about the performance of direct rating in other types of multi-
dimensional decisions contexts strongly indicate that direct rating is not
appropriate for weighting when additive value models are applied.

Finally, based on multi-attribute value theory, research efforts should be
devoted to develop adequate weighting methods which are appropriate for
gender-neutral job evaluation procedures.
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Appendix: Additive value models and the meaning of weights in job evaluation

A1: Additive representation of the value of jobs
From a multi-attribute value theoretical point of view, a basic but not explicitly stated assumption in job evaluation is that the overall value of jobs can be represented by an additive value function. If we restrict the representation to two compensable factors, it can be stated as follows:

For each pair of jobs \( a, b \in A \), there is an additive value function such that:

\[
a \succeq_v b \iff w_1 v_1(a) + w_2 v_2(a) \geq w_1 v_1(b) + w_2 v_2(b),
\]

where \( A = \) the set of jobs to be evaluated.

\( a \succeq_v b = \) Job \( a \) is at least of equal value as job \( b \).

\( v_i(\cdot) = \) a partial scoring scale representing the evaluation of jobs regarding factor \( i \), where \( i = 1, 2 \).

\( w_i = \) weight (scaling parameter) assigned to the scoring scale \( v_i(\cdot) \).

(An additive representation of the value of jobs for an arbitrary number of compensable factors is straightforward.)

A2: The algebraic meaning of weights in additive value models
The algebraic meaning of weights is to coordinate the scoring scales. The coordination can be defined as:

\[
(1a) \quad \Delta V = w_1 (-\Delta v_1) + w_2 \Delta v_2 = 0, \text{ where } -\Delta v_1 < 0 \text{ and } \Delta v_2 > 0
\]

or as

\[v_i^*(\cdot) = \alpha_i v_i(\cdot) + \beta_i, \quad \alpha_i > 0.\]

\[\text{See e.g. French (1993).}\]
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(1b) \( w_1 \Delta v_1 = w_2 \Delta v_2 \), or as (1c) \( \frac{\Delta v_1}{\Delta v_2} = \frac{w_2}{w_1} \)

A3: The meaning and determination of weights in job evaluation

When the additive value model is applied in job evaluation contexts the expressions (1a-c) will determine certain compensatory relations between the compensable factors. The compensatory relation can be determined in two steps:

1) Define a difference in each factor, which can be represented by two (possibly hypothetical) jobs A and B such that \( V(A) = V(B) \) where

\[ \Delta v_1 = v_1(A) - v_1(B) > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad \Delta v_2 = v_2(B) - v_2(A) > 0, \]

i.e. the difference in the first factor is compensated for by the difference in the second factor such that \( V(A) = V(B) \).

2) Assign weights to the scoring scales such that the equality

\( w_1 [v_1(A) - v_1(B)] = w_2 [v_2(B) - v_2(A)] \) is valid.

The equality can be expressed as a trade-off ratio as:

\( \frac{v_1(A) - v_1(B)}{v_2(B) - v_2(A)} = \frac{w_2}{w_1} \)

A4: Transformation of scoring scales and adjustment of weights

From expression (2b) it becomes obvious that the weights might have to be adjusted if any of the scoring scales are transformed, which is easily seen as follows: Given a tradeoff ratio as

\( \frac{v_1(A) - v_1(B)}{v_2(B) - v_2(A)} = \frac{w_2}{w_1} \), if the scoring scales are transformed as:

\( v_1^*(\cdot) = \alpha_1 v_1(\cdot) + \beta_1, \quad \alpha_1 > 0 \quad \text{and} \quad v_2^*(\cdot) = \alpha_2 v_2(\cdot) + \beta_2, \quad \alpha_2 > 0, \)

implies that the trade-off ratio must be defined as:
\[
\frac{\alpha_i(v_i(A) - v_i(B))}{\alpha_2(v_2(B) - v_2(A))} = \frac{w_2^*}{w_1^*}, \text{ i.e. the weights are adjusted as } w_i^* = \alpha_i w_i \text{ and } w_2^* = \alpha_1 w_2.
\]

**A5: A meaningless interpretation of weights in job evaluation**

It is common in additive value models like in the ILO tool that the weights are supposed to represent the DMs’ assessments of the relative importance of the factors. Thus, a ratio such as \((w_1^*/w_2^*) > 1\) is interpreted as a numerical statement representing the assessment that factor 1 is more important than factor 2 in a certain job evaluation situation, i.e.

\[(3) \quad \frac{w_1}{w_2} > 1 \iff \text{factor 1 is more important than factor 2.}\]

But it is easily shown that this numerical statement cannot be used as a meaningful statement about the relative importance of the factors.21 Since the partial scoring scales are in the form of interval scales, i.e. permissible transformations are defined as:

\[
v_i^* = \alpha_i v_i + \beta_i, \quad \alpha_i > 0 \quad \text{an additive representation of the overall value of job } a \text{ and } b, \text{ i.e.}
\]

\[a = b \iff w_1v_1(a) + w_2v_2(a) = w_1v_1(b) + w_2v_2(b)\]

can equivalently be stated as:

\[(4) \quad a = b \iff v_1^*(a) + v_2^*(a) = v_1^*(b) + v_2^*(b),\]

where \(v_i^*(\cdot) = w_i v_i(\cdot)\) or \(v_i(\cdot) = \frac{1}{w_i} v_i^*(\cdot)\).

In expression (4), the ratio between the weights is equal to one. Thus, the truth value of the numerical statement \((w_1^*/w_2^*)\) is not invariant for a permissible transformation of the partial scoring scales. In other words, the ratio \((w_1^*/w_2^*)\) is not a meaningful numerical statement about the relative importance of the two factors.

21 Roberts (1979, chap. 2) presents criteria for the meaningfulness of numerical statements.